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Summary

Objective: We developed a semi-automated method based on a graph-cuts algorithm for segmentation and volumetric measurements of the
cartilage from high-resolution knee magnetic resonance (MR) images from the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) database and assessed the intra-
and inter-observer reproducibility of measurements obtained via this method.

Design: MR image sets from 20 subjects of varying KellgreneLawrence (KL) grades (from 0 to IV) on fixed flexion knee radiographs were
selected from the baseline double-echo and steady-state (DESS) knee MR images in the OAI database (0.B.1 Imaging Data set). Two trained
radiologists independently performed the segmentation of knee cartilage twice using the semi-automated method. The volumes of segmented
cartilage were computed and compared. The intra- and inter-observer reproducibility were determined by means of the coefficient of variation
(CV%) of repeated cartilage segmented volume measurements. The subjects were also divided into the low- (0, I or II) and high-KL (III or IV)
groups. The differences in cartilage volume measurements and CV% within and between the observers were tested with t tests.

Results: The mean (�SD) intra-observer CV% for the 20 cases was 1.29 (�1.05)% for observer 1 and 1.67 (�1.14)% for observer 2, while the
mean (�SD) inter-observer CV% was 1.31 (�1.26)% for session 1 and 1.79 (�1.72)% for session 2. There was no significant difference be-
tween the two intra-observer CV%’s (P¼ 0.272) and between the two inter-observer CV%’s (P¼ 0.353). The mean intra-observer CV% of the
low-KL group was significantly smaller than that for the high-KL group for observer 1 (0.83 vs 1.86%: P¼ 0.025). The segmentation processing
times used by the two observers were significantly different (observer 1 vs 2): (mean 49� 12 vs 33� 6 min) for session 1 and (49� 8 vs
32� 8 min) for session 2.

Conclusion: The semi-automated graph-cuts method allowed us to segment and measure cartilage from high-resolution 3 T MR images of the
knee with high intra- and inter-observer reproducibility in subjects with varying severity of OA.
ª 2009 Osteoarthritis Research Society International. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Recent advances in magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and
quantitative image analysis have increased our understand-
ing of the pathophysiologic changes in articular cartilage
and bone in osteoarthritis (OA), including the serial monitor-
ing of changes over time1. Moreover, recognizing the ne-
cessity of new imaging and biochemical markers for OA,
the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) was recently launched
(www.niams.nih.gov/ne/oai). The OAI cohort consists of al-
most 4800 participants at four sites who undergo detailed
clinical assessment annually that includes high-resolution,
state-of-the-art 3 Tesla (3 T) MR imaging of both knees
over 4 years.

A critical and time-consuming process in the quantitative
measurement of cartilage from MR images is the
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segmentation of the cartilage region from the surrounding
tissue. The task of cartilage segmentation is not trivial, how-
ever, because of the complexity of cartilage geometry, its
small size, and the inherently low-contrast between the car-
tilage and surrounding tissues. The most laborious method,
which is the technique most widely used in clinical studies,
is the manual outlining of cartilage regions on each MR im-
age by an analyst2e4. Although the process of manual
segmentation is straightforward, it is resource intensive,
time-consuming (requiring several hours to segment the
cartilage in each knee) and is subject to analyst bias and er-
ror. To overcome these limitations, development of an auto-
mated approach is highly desirable5. To date, however,
a fully automated technique for cartilage segmentation
has not been established due to cartilage inhomogeneities,
low tissue-contrast and shape irregularity, particularly in ad-
vanced OA cartilage1.

At present, semi-automated segmentation methods that
combine the perceptual recognition of a human expert
and the reliability of a computer seem the most appropriate
and practical approach for cartilage segmentation. Although
several semi-automated segmentation methods have been
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developed, they are still very time-consuming. An improved
semi-automated segmentation method is critically needed
to process a large quantity of MR imaging data such as
that within the OAI data set. Recently, graph-cuts algo-
rithms have been suggested as solutions to a wide range
of image processing problems including segmentation6e8.
While we recognize that graph-cut algorithms work well
with the application of segmenting knee cartilage from MR
images, to our knowledge no one has reported the use of
graph-cut algorithms for this application. Thus, the purpose
of this study is to propose a semi-automated method that is
based on a graph-cuts algorithm for segmentation and vol-
umetric measurements of the cartilage from high-resolution
MR images and to assess the intra- and inter-observer re-
producibility of the cartilage volume measurements ob-
tained via this method from high-resolution OAI knee MR
images in subjects with varying severity of OA.
Materials and methods
SEGMENTATION WITH THE SEMI-AUTOMATED GRAPH-CUTS

METHOD
An overview of the segmentation process using the graph-cuts algorithm
is described in the flowchart shown in Fig. 1.

Initialization of seeds

The observer reviews and scrolls through consecutive MR images and ini-
tializes the segmentation process by manually placing seeds that indicate
cartilage vs non-cartilage (i.e., menisci, synovium, joint fluid) regions
[Fig. 2(b)]. The initial seeding process typically starts in the mid-slice of the
MR image data set. Algorithmically speaking, these seeds correspond to
hard constraints that guide the computation of segmentation and they are
particularly crucial for the segmentation of low-contrast, difficult-to-segment
regions. In the current implementation, seeds consist of curvilinear lines of
different color manually drawn by a radiologist using an electronic pen on
a tablet pad. The exact position of the seeds does not affect the correct per-
formance of the algorithm as long as the seeds are placed totally within the
region to be segmented. It is not necessary to place seeds on every slice.
While seeds are placed on every fifth to tenth slice in regions with relatively
constant morphology and high tissue-contrast, they may need to be placed
more frequently in order to demarcate and differentiate regions of relatively
low tissue-contrast or in areas that are more difficult to segment. Intrinsically
high-contrast interfaces such as the cartilage and bone marrow interface on
fat-saturation MR images may not necessitate the placement of seeds for
segmentation.
Propagation of seeds

The seeds placed by the observer over one slice are propagated by the
computer program backward and forward to neighboring slices. This process
eliminates the requirement of manually placing seeds in every slice and
2. Seed
propagation

1. Interactive
seeding

4. See
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Fig. 1. Overview of the semi-automated graph-cuts segmentation method
type over the cartilage region and the other over the non-cartilage tissues
the neighboring slides by the computer program, and the cartilage region is
the placement of seeds relies on the expert’s perception and knowledge
reliability of the computer. If the observer is not satisfied with the initial segm

placement of new seeds and re-execution of the automa
substantially improves the efficiency of the segmentation. The placed seeds
are copied and pasted automatically to the same location in the neighboring
images. The copied seeds are thinned by one-pixel width as they propagate
and are pasted to each subsequent neighboring image. The rationale for us-
ing this pixel-thinning (‘‘decremental thickness’’) scheme with the propagated
seeds is to reflect the fact that the reliability of the initial seeding reduces with
increased anatomical variation as images are further away from the initial
seeding image. The propagation of seeds continues to subsequent images
until the seeds become thinned out and disappear.

Graph-cuts computation

Using the seeds as hard constraints that narrow the search space for pos-
sible segmentations, the cartilage region is automatically segmented by
means of a graph-cuts algorithm9 [Fig. 2(c)]. The optimal segmentation is de-
fined as a segmentation that satisfies global optimum criteria which are de-
scribed mathematically in Appendix.

Revision of seeds

While reviewing the initial segmentation result, the observer can revise
structures that are deemed to be incompletely or erroneously segmented
by placing additional or revised seeds and re-running the graph-cuts compu-
tation [Fig. 2(d)]. This iterative reseeding-computation process can be re-
peated multiple times until the segmented outcome is satisfactory [Fig. 2(e)].
INTRA- AND INTER-OBSERVER REPRODUCIBILITY
To evaluate the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility of the segmenta-
tion method, MR image sets from 20 subjects were selected from the base-
line double-echo and steady-state (DESS) MR images in the OAI database
(0.1.1 Clinical Data set and 0.B.1 Imaging Data set). These subjects were
chosen arbitrarily but with consideration of representing OA of varying se-
verity as determined by KellgreneLawrence (KL) grade in Table I. The KL
grade (0eIV) was determined by a central reading of each subject’s fixed
flexion posterioreanterior knee radiograph: KL grade 0¼ normal with ab-
sence of osteophyte or joint space narrowing, while KL grade IV¼most se-
vere OA. The number of the subjects in each group of KL grade 0, I, II, III,
and IV was 2, 3, 6, 6, and 3, respectively. For the analysis, we divided the
KL grades in to low- (0, I or II) and high-KL (III or IV). MR imaging was per-
formed with a 3 T whole-body magnet (Trio; Siemens Medical Systems, Er-
langen, Germany) with a quadrature transmit-receive knee coil (USA
Instruments, Aurora, OH). Each MR image set is a three dimensional
(3-D) sagittal DESS MR image data set with 140� 140 mm2 field of
view (FOV), 384� 384 in-plane matrix size, 160 slices, and
0.36� 0.36� 0.70 mm3 voxel resolution that provides full coverage of the
knee. Other MR acquisition parameters are repetition time (TR)/echo time
(TE)¼ 16.32/4.71 ms, bandwidth¼ 185 Hz/pixel, flip angle¼ 25�, and num-
ber of averages¼ 1.

Two trained radiologists (CT, SC) independently performed the segmen-
tation of knee cartilage twice using the semi-automated method. To reduce
the memory effect, there was a minimum of a 4-week interval between the
initial and repeat segmentation measurements. In addition, we documented
the image analysis and processing time required for the segmentation of
each case, including both the time spent placing seeds and the computation
time with the graph-cuts algorithm. The segmented cartilage of each knee
was further divided into three compartments [femur, tibia, and patella;
Fig. 3(c)].
3. Graph-cuts
computation
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. An observer interactively places two different types of seeds (one
) on every 5e10 slices. The seeds are automatically propagated to
segmented automatically based on the graph-cuts algorithm. While

of knee anatomy, the second and third steps take advantage of the
entation boundary result, the boundary can be revised by repeated

ted segmentation until the results are satisfactory.



Fig. 2. Sagittal MR images of the knee showing the processing steps of the semi-automated segmentation: (a) original image at slice #47,
(b) initial seeding at slice #47, (c) graph-cuts segmentation at slice #53, (d) revised seeding at slice #53, and (e) final segmented cartilage
at slice #53. An observer placed seeds over the cartilage regions (red lines) and background regions (e.g., bone, synovium, joint fluid, menisci:
blue lines) of the mid-slice at slice #47 (b). Then, the seeds were copied and propagated automatically by the program backward and forward
to neighboring slices (images not shown). The cartilage regions were automatically segmented by the computer based on the graph-cuts
algorithm (c). Some areas that were incompletely or erroneously segmented after the first seeding and computation of segmentation were
detected at slice #53 and subsequently revised (red for cartilage and blue for synovium) (d). After reseeding and re-computation, the segmen-
tation was revised and deemed appropriate (e). Note that, although only one 2-D image slice is shown for illustration, the image processing

was carried out 3-D over a volumetric MR image set. The images are from a subject with KL-grade 2.
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DATA ANALYSIS
For each of the 20 cases, cartilage was segmented twice by the two
observers at two separate sessions. The volumes of segmented whole-knee
and compartmentalized cartilage were computed. The intra- and inter-ob-
server reproducibility were determined by means of the coefficient of variation
(CV%) of repeated cartilage segmented volume measurements. The CV% for
repeated measurements (i.e., the SD of paired measurements divided by the
mean value computed for each subject, then averaged over subjects and mul-
tiplied by 100) is commonly used to describe precision errors in segmented car-
tilage volume measurements10,11. For each of the 20 cases, four CV%’s were
calculated and compared: (1) the two repeated measurements by observer 1;
(2) the two repeated measurements by observer 2; (3) the first measurements
of observer 1 and 2; and (4) the second measurements of observer 1 and 2.

The differences between the repeated cartilage volume measurements
within and between the observers were calculated and tested for statistical
significance with paired t test. The differences in CV% within and between
the two observers were also tested with paired t test. Furthermore, the 20
cases were divided into two groups according to the KL values, KL 0eII
(low-KL group) and KL IIIeIV (high-KL group). The differences in the intra-
and inter-observer volumes and CV% between these two groups were
also tested for statistical significance with unpaired t test. The statistical anal-
ysis was performed with SPSS Statistical Software (Version 16.0, SAS Insti-
tute, Inc., Cary, NC). The level of significance was set at 0.05.
Results

Two examples of MR images with cartilage segmentation
are shown in Fig. 2 (a subject with KL grade II) and Fig. 3
(a subject with KL grade IV). Successful segmentation of
cartilage was performed in all 20 cases.
INTRA- AND INTER-OBSERVER DIFFERENCES IN VOLUME

MEASUREMENTS
The cartilage volume measurements of whole knee by
the two observers at two different sessions in the 20 cases
are summarized in Table I. The mean� SD volume mea-
surements of the segmented whole-knee cartilage were
(24.85� 5.76, 25.26� 5.88 cc) for (observer 1, 2) at ses-
sion 1 and (25.18� 5.87, 24.86� 5.81 cc) for (observer 1,
2) at session 2. The mean and percent intra-observer differ-
ences between the two sessions (i.e., session 1 minus ses-
sion 2) were �0.33 cc and �1.30% for observer 1 and
þ0.40 cc and þ1.60% for observer 2. These small differ-
ences between the sessions were significant in both ob-
servers (P¼ 0.014 for observer 1 and P¼ 0.008 for
observer 2) and the differences were in opposite directions.
In addition, the mean and percent inter-observer differences
between the two observers (i.e., observer 1 minus observer
2) were �0.41 cc and �1.62% for session 1 and þ0.32 cc
and þ1.29% for session 2. These differences between the
observers, although small, were also significant in both ses-
sions (P¼ 0.004 for session 1 and P¼ 0.021 for session 2).



Table I
The whole knee cartilage volumes (cc) measured by the two observers at two separate sessions in the 20 cases of varying KL grades

Group KL* Observer 1 (cc) Observer 2 (cc)

Session 1 Session 2 Session 1 Session 2

Low-KL (n¼ 11) 0 17.05 17.22 17.67 17.42
0 31.08 31.69 31.39 30.86
1 24.56 24.65 25.02 25.71
1 23.52 23.71 24.12 23.45
1 25.64 25.81 25.63 25.51
2 29.67 29.82 30.06 30.00
2 25.59 25.51 26.67 25.35
2 15.18 15.55 15.37 14.75
2 15.83 15.84 16.03 15.88
2 26.17 26.79 26.31 26.33
2 15.11 15.49 15.30 15.72

Mean 22.67 22.92 23.05 22.82
SD 5.88 5.92 5.93 5.86

High-KL (n¼ 9) 3 28.93 28.74 29.14 28.18
3 27.48 28.15 29.58 27.94
3 29.11 30.59 30.35 29.96
3 23.91 23.42 24.27 24.51
3 26.29 25.98 26.18 25.15
3 19.23 19.98 18.79 18.34
4 36.10 36.89 36.32 36.74
4 30.02 29.70 30.07 29.44
4 26.56 28.01 26.87 25.86

Mean 27.51 27.94 27.95 27.35
SD 4.59 4.72 4.82 4.96

All KL (n¼ 20) Mean 24.85 25.18 25.26 24.86
SD 5.76 5.87 5.88 5.81

P-values Low- vs high-KL 0.059 0.054 0.061 0.082
Mean & % differences Intra-observer (session 1 minus 2) �0.33 (�1.30%); P¼ 0.014 0.40 (1.60%); P¼ 0.008

*KL grade of severity of OA (0e4: 0¼ normal, 4¼most severe).
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When the low- (0, I or II) and high-KL (III or IV) groups
were compared, the mean cartilage volumes of whole
knee of the low-KL group were consistently lower than
those for the high-KL group in all comparisons (Table I).
However, none of them reached statistical significance
(P¼ 0.054e0.082). By compartment, the same trend of
the mean cartilage volumes of the low-KL group lower
than those for the high-KL group was observed in all com-
parisons. A statistical significance was observed in the fem-
oral compartment (P¼ 0.34e0.050) not in the tibial
(P¼ 0.358e0.509) and patellar (P¼ 0.121e0.245)
compartments.
INTRA- AND INTER-OBSERVER REPRODUCIBILITY (CV%)
The intra- and inter-observer CV%’s of the whole knee
cartilage volume measurements for the 20 cases are sum-
marized in Table II. The mean (�SD) intra-observer CV%
for the 20 cases was 1.29(�1.05)% for observer 1 and
1.67(�1.14)% for observer 2. These relatively small CV%
values indicate that cartilage volumes measured with the
semi-automated method were highly reproducible within
each observer. The reproducibility for observer 1 was
slightly higher than that of observer 2 but this difference
was not statistically significant (P¼ 0.272). The mean
(�SD) inter-observer CV% for the 20 cases was
1.31(�1.26)% for session 1 and 1.79(�1.72)% for session
2. This indicates that the whole knee cartilage volume mea-
surements were highly reproducible between the two
observers with the semi-automated method. The differ-
ences between the two sessions were not statistically sig-
nificant (P¼ 0.353).

By compartment, the mean (�SD) intra- and inter-observer
CV% of each compartmental cartilage volume measure-
ments is summarized in Table III. All mean values were within
5%. The maximum mean intra-observer CV% was 3.63% for
the high-KL patella compartment, while the maximum mean
inter-observer CV% was 4.7% for the same group. No statis-
tical significant reproducibility differences or trends for each
of the three compartments were detected between the two
observers or between the sessions.

When the low- and high-KL groups were compared for
the whole knee cartilage volume measurements, the
mean intra-observer CV% of the low-KL group tended to
be smaller than that for the high-KL group for both ob-
servers (low- vs high-KL): (0.83 vs 1.86%) for observer 1
and (1.43 vs 1.95%) for observer 2. This was statistically
significant only for observer 1 (P¼ 0.025) but not for ob-
server 2 (P¼ 0.320). Similar to the intra-observer CV%,
the mean inter-observer CV% of the low-KL group tended
to be smaller than that for the high-KL group for both ses-
sions (low- vs high-KL): (1.20 vs 1.45%) for session 1 and
(1.30 vs 2.39%) for session 2. However, neither the session
1 (P¼ 0.676) nor session 2 (P¼ 0.164) differences in
inter-observer CV% for low-KL vs high-KL grade cases
were statistically significant. The comparisons by compart-
ment between the low- and high-KL groups are shown in
Table III. The mean intra-observer CV% of the low-KL group



Fig. 3. Sagittal MR images of the knee: (a) original image, (b) segmented cartilage boundary, (c) cartilage compartmentalized into femur
(yellow), tibia (cyan), and patella (pink), and (d) 3-D representation of the segmented cartilage. The images are from a subject with KL grade

4. The femoral cartilage shows increased thinning and focal defects, compared to that in Fig. 2 from a subject with KL grade 2.
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was smaller than that for the high-KL group in all but one (in
the tibial compartment by observer 1). Statistically signifi-
cant differences were noted in two comparisons: the femo-
ral compartment by observer 1 (P¼ 0.013) and the patellar
compartment by observer 2 (P¼ 0.017). For the inter-ob-
server CV%, the mean of the low-KL group was consistently
smaller than that for the high-KL group without an excep-
tion. However, statistically significant difference was ob-
served only in the patellar compartment in session 2
(P¼ 0.017).

When the intra- and inter-observer CV% were compared
for the whole knee cartilage volume measurements within
the low-KL or high-KL group, none of the comparisons
were statistically significant. The P-values for the intra-ob-
server CV% comparison between observers 1 and 2 were
0.154 for the low-KL and 0.872 for the high-KL group, while
those for the inter-observer CV% comparison between ses-
sions 1 and 2 were 0.835 for the low-KL and 0.362 for the
high-KL group.
TIME USED FOR SEGMENTATION
The mean� SD segmentation processing times spent on
the 20 cases by the two observers at two sessions were
(observer 1 vs 2) (49.1� 11.7 vs 33.5� 5.9 min) for session
1 and (49.3� 8.2 vs 31.8� 7.9 min) for session 2. In all but
one case, observer 1 spent more time than observer 2 in seg-
mentation (P< 0.001). The mean� SD segmentation pro-
cessing times broken down between the low- and high-KL
groups were (low-KL vs high-KL, P-value) (50.2� 14.0 vs
47.8� 8.6 min, P¼ 0.660) for observer 1 at session 1;
(48.4� 8.9 vs 50.3� 7.5 min, P¼ 0.604) for observer 1 at
session 2; (30.6� 4.8 vs 37.0� 5.3 min, P¼ 0.011) for ob-
server 2 at session 1; and (31.5� 8.5 vs 32.1� 7.7 min,
P¼ 0.860) for observer 2 at session 2. Thus, the significant
difference in the segmentation time between the low- and
high-KL groups was noted only in observer 2 at session 1.

Since only 1e2 min was required for the computation of
the segmentation by the graph-cuts algorithm in each
case, more than 90% of the semi-automated segmentation
processing time was used by the observers to place seeds.
The number of iterations for reseeding and computation
was tracked for each semi-automated segmentation pro-
cess; it varied according to the observer and the complexity
of the knee anatomy of the test cases. The mean number
(�SD, minemax) of iterations for reseeding and computa-
tion was 4.7 (�0.66, 2e5) for observer 1 and 3.5 (�0.85,
2e5) for observer 2.



Table II
CV%’s of repeated measurements of the whole knee cartilage volumes by the two observers at two separate sessions in the 20 cases of

varying KL grades

Group KL* Intra-observer Inter-observer

Observer 1 Observer 2 Session 1 Session 2

Low-KL (n¼ 11) 0 0.70 1.01 2.53 0.82
0 1.37 1.20 0.70 1.88
1 0.26 1.92 1.31 2.98
1 0.57 1.99 1.78 0.78
1 0.47 0.33 0.03 0.83
2 0.36 0.14 0.92 0.43
2 0.22 3.59 2.90 0.44
2 1.70 2.91 0.88 3.73
2 0.04 0.66 0.89 0.18
2 1.66 0.05 0.38 1.22
2 1.76 1.91 0.88 1.04

Mean 0.83 1.43 1.20 1.30
SD 0.66 1.15 0.88 1.12

High-KL (n¼ 9) 3 0.47 2.37 0.51 1.39
3 1.70 4.03 5.20 0.53
3 3.51 0.91 2.95 1.47
3 1.46 0.70 1.06 3.22
3 0.84 2.84 0.30 2.30
3 2.71 1.71 1.64 6.05
4 1.53 0.81 0.43 0.29
4 0.76 1.51 0.12 0.62
4 3.76 2.71 0.82 5.64

Mean 1.86 1.95 1.45 2.39
SD 1.20 1.12 1.66 2.17

All KL (n¼ 20) Mean 1.29 1.67 1.31 1.79
SD 1.05 1.14 1.26 1.72

P-values Low- vs high-KL 0.025 0.320 0.676 0.164
P-values Intra-observer observer 1 vs 2 0.272
P-values Inter-observer session 1 vs 2 0.353

*KL grade of severity of OA (0e4: 0¼ normal, 4¼most severe).
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Discussion
SEMI-AUTOMATED SEGMENTATION OF CARTILAGE
Degradation and eventual loss of articular cartilage are
believed to be crucial elements in the pathophysiology of
OA12. Morphometric assessment of cartilage structure
such as volume, thickness, and area using MR images
has been shown to provide an accurate and precise mea-
sure for OA progression1. To derive these measurements,
cartilage needs to be accurately and precisely segmented
from surrounding tissues. The task of cartilage segmenta-
tion is not trivial because of the complexity of cartilage ge-
ometry, small size, and the inherently low-contrast
between the cartilage and surrounding tissues.

The most laborious method is the manual outlining of car-
tilage regions on each MR image by an analyst2e4, which is
the technique most widely used in clinical studies. Although
the process of manual segmentation is straightforward, it is
resource intensive, time-consuming (requiring several
hours to segment the cartilage in each knee from high-res-
olution MR images) and is subject to analyst bias and error.
To overcome these limitations, development of an auto-
mated approach is highly desirable5. To date, however,
a fully automated technique for cartilage segmentation
has not been established due to cartilage inhomogeneities,
low tissue-contrast and shape irregularity, particularly in ad-
vanced OA cartilage1.
At present, semi-automated segmentation methods that
combine the perceptual recognition of a human expert
and the reliability of a computer seem the most appropriate
and practical approach for cartilage segmentation. An opti-
mally implemented semi-automated segmentation method
will yield accurate and precise segmentation results in a rea-
sonable amount of time with minimal variability. A number of
semi-automated segmentation techniques have been pro-
posed and published, including edge detection5, region gro-
wing4,13e17, active shape models16, b-spline snakes18e21,
live wires22, and multispectral analysis23. An extensive re-
view of these methods is provided in Eckstein et al.10.
The success of these techniques has been limited, in part
because they were developed prior to the advent of
a high-resolution MR imaging (3 T) equipped with newer im-
aging sequences and superior image processing algo-
rithms. As a result, despite a plethora of semi-automated
methods, most large-scale studies have still relied on
manual segmentation of cartilage structures. Some investi-
gators10 found that correction of the results of these semi-
automated methods often took longer and was no more
reliable than manual segmentation by skilled experts.

An improved semi-automated segmentation method is
critically needed to process a large quantity of MR imaging
data such as that within the OAI data set and other longitu-
dinal studies. Recently, graph-cuts algorithms have been
suggested as solutions to a wide range of image processing
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problems including segmentation6e8. While we recognize
that graph-cut algorithms work well with the application of
segmenting knee cartilage from MR images, to our knowl-
edge no one has reported the use of graph-cut algorithms
for this application. Thus, based on graph-cut framework,
we have specifically developed and implemented a semi-
automated segmentation method for the segmentation of
knee cartilage. In this method, a user provides a simple
manual initialization of the bone, cartilage and non-cartilage
regions on sampled MR image sections. Cartilage is then
automatically segmented by the graph-cuts algorithm on
the whole volume of sections without requiring further
user input. The segmented cartilage boundaries are then
reviewed and revised as necessary by an expert observer.
This interactive semi-automated approach, requiring only
simple initiation and minimal interaction by the user, im-
proves the efficiency and reproducibility of the cartilage seg-
mentation process.
INTRA- AND INTER-OBSERVER DIFFERENCES AND

REPRODUCIBILITY
The results of our study demonstrate that knee cartilage
can be segmented efficiently and reproducibly from 3 T
high-resolution MR images using the semi-automated
graph-cuts segmentation method that we have developed.
The cartilage volume measurements were highly correlated
and were closely matched within and between the readers.
Nevertheless, there were small but statistically significant
differences in the volume measurements between the ob-
servers and between the sessions. This shows the impor-
tance of measuring serial cartilage volumes by a single
observer in a single session to reduce any precision errors
and biases, particularly when the changes in cartilage vol-
umes are small1. With our segmentation method, however,
the differences were only on the order of 1.3e1.6% (in ac-
tual estimated volume) whether comparing two repeat seg-
mentations of knee cartilage from the same MR image or
comparing two readers segmenting the same MR image.

The cartilage volume measurements in our study were
highly consistent and reproducible. The mean intra- and in-
ter-observer CV%’s for the whole knee cartilage volume mea-
surements were better than those for the compartmentalized
(femur, tibia, patella) cartilage volume measurements. This is
not surprising because additional variations are likely intro-
duced during the cartilage compartmentalization process.
When we compare the reproducibility of the three compart-
mentalized cartilage volume measurements in our study
with the reported CV%’s (range of 2e8%) in various studies
of knee cartilage segmentation and volumetric measurement
from knee MR images4,10,11,20,24, our results for the mean in-
tra- (1.18e3.57%) and inter-observer CV%’s (0.94e3.32%)
are comparable or better than with the published results.

The mean image processing time of 30e50 min for the
segmentation of the cartilage from the high-resolution MR
image set of 160 slices is much faster than the segmenta-
tion by the manual delineation of cartilage on each of 160
slices. Although the comparison of the segmentation pro-
cessing time with other semi-automated segmentation
techniques is difficult because very few studies report
this variable, our method seems twice faster than
75.4 min per knee published by Duryea et al.24 and ap-
proximately 10 times faster than that reported
(57e78 min for a single patella or medial tibial plateau)
by McWalter et al.25. In addition, because over 90% of
the semi-automated segmentation processing time was
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used by the observer to place seeds, the processing time
may be shortened further in the future with refinement of
graph-cuts algorithm. Seed placement can be improved
and automated with use of pattern recognition techniques
(e.g., use of a priori information on shape, location and sig-
nal intensity of the cartilage).

Although the mean intra-observer CV% of observer 1 was
lower than that for observer 2, no statistically significant dif-
ferences were found in CV% within and between the ob-
servers. This suggests that the cartilage volume can be
measured reproducibly using the semi-automated method
without being significantly affected by the performance of in-
dividual trained observers. The intra-observer CV% may be
reduced with more meticulous placement of seeding as evi-
denced by longer processing times spent by observer 1
(mean 49 min) than observer 2 (33 min). Such a trade-off
between efficiency and reproducibility is not surprising but
was not investigated in the current study.

The intra- and inter-observer CV%’s for the low-KL group
were consistently lower than those for the high-KL group in
both whole-knee cartilage and compartmentalized cartilage
volume measurements. This finding may reflect that the
segmentation of cartilage in advanced knee OA is less re-
producible and more difficult than that for less advanced
knee OA. No definite trend for the low- and high-KL groups
was observed in the image processing time.

The intra- and inter-observer CV%’s of the semi-auto-
mated method were not 0%. In the manual segmentation
method, each manually drawn boundary corresponds to
the final segmentation outcome. Any variations in manual
boundary delineation will likely result in reduced reproduc-
ibility and affect the precise quantitative measurement of
knee cartilage. On the other hand, in our method, while
a large portion of the segmentation operation was per-
formed algorithmically by the computer based on the
graph-cuts algorithm, the placement of seeds was deter-
mined subjectively by an observer. This subjective interpre-
tation of what is considered cartilage vs background,
particularly in the regions of low tissue-signal, would affect
intra- and inter-reproducibility.

In conclusion, the semi-automated graph-cuts method al-
lows us to segment and measure cartilage from high-resolu-
tion 3 T MR images of the knee with high intra- and inter-
observer reproducibility in subjects with varying severity of OA.
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Appendix: Description of global optimum criteria
in graph-cuts algorithm

A segmentation of a 3-D volume image V can be repre-
sented as a vector X ¼ ðx1;.; xv ;.; xjV jÞ, where v repre-
sents a voxel within V and each binary component xv is
assigned to one of two values, either ‘‘cartilage’’ or ‘‘back-
ground’’. Then, the optimal segmentation is the one that
minimizes a cost function which is commonly described
for the graph-cuts image segmentation as follows:

EðX Þ ¼
X
v˛V

Rv ðxv Þ þ
X
ðu;vÞ˛N

Buv ðxu ;xv Þ: ð1Þ

The first term Rv(xv) is called as the data-dependent term
or the regional cost and represents the individual cost that
incurs when each voxel v is assigned to the ‘‘cartilage’’ or
the ‘‘background’’, i.e., Rv(‘‘cartilage’’) or Rv(‘‘background’’).
These regional costs are typically expressed by the nega-
tive logarithm value of the likelihood of voxel v being either
‘‘cartilage’’ or ‘‘background’’, which is the conditional proba-
bility that voxel v has intensity value of Iv, given that voxel v
belongs to either ‘‘cartilage’’ or ‘‘background’’, i.e., Rv(‘‘car-
tilage’’)¼�ln (P(Ivj‘‘cartilage’’)) and Rv(‘‘background’’)¼
�ln (P(Ivj‘‘ background’’)).

These two conditional probabilities are computed using
the two histograms that have been acquired from intensity
values of the two types of seed voxels (‘‘cartilage’’ and
‘‘background’’)26.

The smoothness term or the boundary cost term,
Buv(xu,xv), represents the cost associated with a discontinu-
ity between neighboring voxels u and v as defined within
a neighborhood system N (i.e., the 18-connectivity in the
current implementation) and is described by the following
ad hoc function6:

Buv ðxu ; xv Þ ¼ exp

 
� ðIu � Iv Þ2

2s2

!
1

distðu; vÞ: ð2Þ

This cost function assigns a high value to discontinuity be-
tween the voxels of similar intensities ðjIu � Iv j < sÞ but
a low value to discontinuity between the voxels of dissimilar
intensities ðjIu � Iv j > sÞ. Consequently, the optimal seg-
mentation Xopt is designed to cut through edges whose
voxels are of different intensity values. The s represents
the standard deviation of the noise calculated from the air
region outside of the body. In addition, the boundary cost
function is formulated inversely proportional to the spatial
distance between the voxels, dist(u,v).
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